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Ingredients Go In, the Flavors of Mexico Come Out. It's That Simple.Just because you love eating

Mexican food doesn't mean you want to spend hours in the kitchen preparing and cooking

ingredients. This slow cooker cookbook brings easy slow cooker meals to your table with the flavors

of Mexico--with minimal effort on your part.Whether you crave beloved Mexican classics or

less-traditional restaurant favorites, you'll find everything fromÂ cochinita pibilÂ (slow-roasted pork)

to chile and cheese dip in Marye Audet'sMexican Slow Cooker Cookbook. The hearty soups and

stews, enchilada- and tamale-inspired casseroles, and tender meat dishes make for convenient and

satisfying everyday dinners.More than 80 Mexican slow cooker recipes, plus 10 bonus recipes for

homemade staples from Corn Tortillas to Salsa Verde to Poblano Mole and moreÂ Tips for using

your slow cooker effectivelyÂ An overview of beloved Mexican foods, from enchiladas to quesadillas

to tacos and moreMust-have pantry items for making Mexican dishes in a flashÂ Everything you

need to know about chilesÂ When you want flavorful Mexican dishes that take less than 20 minutes

of prep, open this Mexican cookbook and go about your day. Dinner will be waiting for you.
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Did you know that there is a difference between a Crock Pot and a Slow Cooker? I had no idea and

thought they were the same thing. Nope! A Crock Pot is a the brand name for a slow cooker and a

slow cook is just that. This books not only contains recipes but it is also loaded with tips like these

that makes the read informative and educational.Honestly, before this book, I knew a handful of

slow cooker recipes. I desired to utilize my slow cooker more often but was ignorant on the topic



and hence.....the purpose for book. Fall has arrived and I want to not only broaden slow cooking

repertoire, but I want to basically wanted more "set in and forget it" dinners.This book is divided into

chapters:Chapter 1- This ins and outs of slow cooking and how to use the slow cooker

properly.Chapter 2: Mexican cooking and what are the staples to have on handChapter 3-9:

Recipes that include soups, appetizers, main dishes, salsa, vegetarian dishes, seafood,

dessertsThis is a great book if you want to 1. utilize your slow cooker and 2. with flavorful Mexican

dishes. It is filled with beautiful pictures that are inspiring and have given me the tools to feel

confident making tradition Mexican dishes. Highly recommend!

Oh. My. Gosh. To say I love this cookbook would be an understatement! Often when I review a

cook book I may use one or two recipes to give it a try, may even go back to them to use again. Just

as frequently I shelve a book and donâ€™t go back to it where it lingers collecting dust and irritating

my conscience because Iâ€™m just not that into it but canâ€™t part with it. This book was a

whooooole â€˜nother story! If you love Mexican food, have a crock pot and need an excuse to mix

up a batch of margaritas then this one is a no brainer. Go. Get. This. Book. Seriously. Now. This

cook book is so easy to use, beautifully designed and one I highly recommend (in case you

hadnâ€™t picked up on that.) I have a lot of great books lying around collecting dust and hurt

feelings but this one is seldom off my counter. Pretty sure I heard it sigh one time and mention

something about a headache but I put it to work anyway.

I seriously love mexican food, and up until now only knew how to make a handful of recipes in my

slow cooker with a Mexican inspiration. Not only can I make more now, but they're so delicious.

Every recipe I have made in here, is a hit. They're easy to follow. With detailed directions. I can sub

anything out too, which is really nice. This book is great for any lazy mexican food lovers like myself.

(Or as I like to put it, a busy mom)Sample Provided

Awesome and easy to read and follow, like a novel or a "I can't put it down" book. First question on

my mind, the difference between a Slow Cooker and a Crock Pot...tells me in the first chapter! Who

doesn't like or need Mexican food? I quickly shared the book with friends across this earth, we are

all Peace Corps and live cheap! Slow Cooking is the best way to make your budget feed you like

royalty. Thanks Marye, today friends started warming up their Slow Cookers and begin to enjoy

great meals. Wait until our Host Country neighbors try Mexican. Chicken with Mole will be my

Saturday meal of the day...Bob (From Salem, Oregon)PanamÃ 



This is one of those books you don't know you need til you get it. It's a great book to have. It shows

you all kinds of things that you can cook in the crockpot for people who love Mexican food but not

enough time to fix it. You can put it in the crock and let it cook all day.

I love Mexican food, and I love easy dinners for my family. This cook book gives me the best of both

worlds for sure. I really enjoyed reading this book. It provided great tips and suggestions for

preparing sauces, veggies, appetizers, dinners, and desserts. It gives great advice for storage of

meals and what can and can't be frozen. It was easy to read and understand each recipe which is

vital. Overall, this ebook made my mouth water and my shopping list fill with Mexican food

ingredients.*I received this ebook in exchange for my honest and unbiased review but the opinions

stated are all my own.

The beginning of the book is a basic introduction to slow cooking, the benefits of slow cooking and

some Dos and Don'ts of slow cooking. The next chapter gives some definitions of some beloved

mexican foods and some common ingredients used in a lot of the recipes. I thought it was really

neat to learn about the different types of chiles! I have always kind of avoided most mexican dishes

besides tacos because I didnt reallyt hink that I had the time to make them, but with these recipes it

seems possible. There's plenty of different recipes for dips, appetizers stocks and soups plus

poultry dishes, meat dishes and even vegetarian dishes. I was very pleasantly surpirised to see

some mexican desserts and can't wait to try them. I did make the spicy nachos recipe yesterday

and my family wants that one in the regular rotation. * I received this book for free in exchange for

my honest and unbiased review.*

This Mexican Slow Cooker Cookbook is great! Unfortunately, I am not very creative when it comes

to cooking. I never knew a slow cooker could be used for so many awesome dishes. In this book,

you will find 99 recipes with everything from Mexican appetizers to desserts. The beginning of the

book is most important, especially for a non-experienced cooks like myself. It explains the do's and

don'ts of how to use your slow cooker. What I love about the recipes in this book, they all require

little prep time. So you can still have an extravagant meal at home, with minimal time in the kitchen!

The book offers a little history lesson as well, naming various foods, origins, uses, and lists of all the

other ingredients usually found in Mexican cuisine. What I found interesting was the types of chiles.

In the book, you will learn all about the different chiles from mildest to hottest. I always thought the



jalapeno was the hottest, but yes, I was wrong! I have tried a few dip recipes from the book, and I

cant believe how easy they were to make and not to mention, they turned out delicious! We

entertain a lot, especially during football season, and the dips were a huge hit! Overall this Mexican

Slow Cooker Cookbook is amazing! You get delicious Mexican food rite from the comfort of your

own home! I highly recommend this book for everyone weather you are a beginner like myself or

even if you are an experienced chef. You are sure to find something you love in this cookbook!**I

was fortunate to receive this product for free in exchange for my honest unbiased review!
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